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Who are we? 
And what are 

we doing here? 

Objectives for session

1. Describe the components of a 
successful blending learning model 
for professional development

2. Explain the benefits of the specific 
features of the above model

3. Consider how you might apply this 
model to your work situation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce ourselves.DORI – SLIDES 1- 6Depending on size of group, people intro themselves.  If too big, ask for show of handsK-12Adult edPD providers?Directors?Instructional Designers?Our Goals for today….  Through participating in this session, You will be able to….



The plan for 
today

Agenda
■ Background- The problem

■ Process – Tackling the problem

■ Results – Solving the problem
Evaluating the results

■ Next Steps – Continuous 
improvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DoriFocusing on a set of particular  PD offerings, we’re going to take you through the process of how we got to where we are.The “Next Steps”  are the new set of problems we want to solve – In the spirit of continuous improvement.



Let’s Take a 
Look Back From the beginning …

• Pre-packaged workshops

• Only face-to-face delivery

• Loaded with information

• Presenters provided and 
trained by funder.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dori4 years ago, we were awarded the state grant to provide PD to instructors of Adult ESOL in MAWhile we were free to develop and deliver PD as long as we delivered ready-to-go PD on the Six ESOL Professional Stds for T’s of Adult ESOL.We were handed six prepackaged courses and presentersBoth the workshops and the presenters were very good. But there were some problems….Starting with…



What Was 
Missing?

•Little Interactivity 

•No emphasis on the application of 
learning and reflection

•No follow-up support / short 
duration

•Limited access for statewide 
participation  / technology

•Limited opportunity to measure 
the impact of the PD on teacher 
practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DoriThey did not meet standards for HQPD.The most obvious problem was the lack of interactivity among workshop participants – because there was so much information out.  It was a very passive learning experience for the participants.     Evaluation forms reflected this.  (“Great, but not enough time to cover all the material”)    Contradicted principles of adult learning theory,  SLA,  and Standards of HQPD-  That is, it didn’t “model good andragogical practice” or the communicative practices based in SLA       principles.Secondly – there was little to no emphasis on the teachers applying what they were learning or time to reflect.      Contradicting another HQPD standard – that PD should be applicable and provide opportunities for reflectionAlong these lines, there was no follow-up support for teachers if they did want to apply what they were learning and had questions.  There was no opportunity for T’s to share on their application of learning, or troubleshoot problems, celebrate successes, discuss alternative approaches.      There is an HQPD standard that specifically identifies “collaboration among educators to encourage sharing of ideas and working together…”    Another standard of  HQPD is that PD be informed by research, and research on PD is clear that 1-shot workshops are not as effective as PD that is sustained and of sufficient     duration.  Another missing piece was any online component, which is important for several reasons:    1- Online PD eases the access for teachers throughout the state.  While the HQPD standards don’t specify “use of technology,” they do specify the importance of addressing the “variety of preparation and experience with which adult educators come to ABE”  and this includes PT, evening teachers with limited time for, and ability to travel to, PD.      2- Modeling in PD what you want to see teachers doing is important.  Adult ELLs need teachers who are able to integrate digital literacy into their classes.    3- HQPD is that which is aligned with state goals and is informed by data, research and/or standards.  Increasing the digital literacy skills of adult ELLs is clearly one of the goals of MA DESE.    We were just not up to date on delivery methods – Blended learning is the gold standard for delivery of PD (US DOE study, along with others)And finally – without a mechanism to follow-up with practitioners on their application of learning, we didn’t have a way to measure to impact of our PD on teachers’ classroom practice.  - Also an HQPD standard – that it is assessed to ensure that it is meeting the targeted goals and objectives.



How Do We 
Fix IT?

• Increase duration

• Spread out the material

• Free up time for interaction

• Provide follow-up support for 
application and reflection

• Promote and model digital 
literacy

• By adding online components

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DoriAs is often the case– the solutions to the problems were embedded within the problems themselves.  That is, by identifying the problems, the way to fix them was kind of obvious.Not enough Interaction? -  Revise the workshops so that they have more interaction!No Emphasis on the application of learning and reflection?  Emphasize the application of learning!No Follow-up support ? / No long enough duration?  Make them longer and provide f/up support!Not enough Ease of access for statewide participation?  Not enough technology?  Add an online component! No Opportunities to measure the effectiveness of the PD?  Add a way to measure the effectiveness of the PD!As a team, we looked a ways in which we could improve the delivery and ease of access of these workshops.It was clear that we needed to-KATE – Here’s where I’d like the slide bullets to come in, to go along with thisIncrease length of workshop Chunk out the materials to allow for some pieces to be delivered in part 2 or part 3To free up time during Part 1 for more interactionProvide follow up support for the application of learning and reflection – without breaking the bank (ie., more f2f sessions are expensive)Promote and model digital literacy and increase the ease of access for participantsSo adding online follow-up components made the most sense – to do all of the above, help with ease of access, cost effectiveness, and model digital literacy skill integration - 



Our Approach Success?

What people 
think success 
looks like.

Success!

What success 
actually looks 
like.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATE – 7-12 – START HEREOf course, that was all easier said than done. Our plan did not follow a straight line.  There were challenges and successes along the way!



Phase 1: ■ Tried to revise F2F session to include 
more activities  

■ Emphasized application of learning:
-Added learning objective
-Included a Follow-up Plan as part of 
f2f session

■ Added Blackboard Discussion Board
-To continue the discussion from f2f
-To encourage and model digital 
literacy
-Trained team of presenters

1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kate(click to bring in sub-bullets in 2 and 3.The first thing we did was try  to revise F2F session to include more activities  	Then we Emphasized application of learning:	-Added learning objective	-Included a Follow-up Plan as part of f2f session- where participants identified 2-3 tools or techniques from the workshop that they wanted to try in their classroomAdded Blackboard Discussion Board	-To continue the discussion from f2f –    The refined Follow Up Plan was the first thing posted on the Bb discussion board	- To  Develop a Community of Practice outside of the physical classroom- through which teachers would try out things in their classrooms and then discuss with their  	 colleagues	-To encourage and model digital literacy - 	-Trained team of presenters



Results? ■ F2F sessions remained too 
“information heavy”

■ Online content did not engage

■ Minimal participation

■ Redefined set of problems!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateBasically everyone hated it.F2F sessions remained too “information heavy”Online content did not engage- Too dependent on the (minimally trained) facilitators and participants to drive the content.  “No there there”		        Not scheduled, too open endedResulting in Minimal participation – and facilitators not having the skills, expertise, experience, or in some cases, the willingness to do something about it. New, redefined, set of problems!   Not the least of which was working with the comfort and skill level, and attitude, of the facilitators.Facilitating online discussions required more training and support than expected



Phase 2: ■ Continued and modified online 
discussions

■ Added webinars – virtual 
sessions

■ Contents of online 
components would come 
organically from f2f and Bb 
discussions 

■ Continued with support and 
training for facilitators1

2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateNot ready to give up on Blackboard yet!  It’s a great tool and important at it is so widely used in colleges and universities all over.  We had to model what our students would be seeing and using as they moved forward.We Continued and Modified our online discussions -  Dealt with the Info. Heavy f2f sessions by having presenters move unfinished discussions, questions from the f2f to Bb, And told participants this – as a way to lure them to Bb – To increase participationPrimary purpose was same as before – to have participants discuss their application of learningAdded webinars – virtual sessions to each workshopRecommended model of blended learning: which is defined as f2f + online componentsProvided some needed structure, a bookend to the f2fParticipants “presented” their application of learning at the webinarFacilitators were to create content for the webinar follow-up directly from the content in their f2f course.  	Kate supported presenters and webinar participants by being on the webinars for tech support



Results? ■ Participation increased, but 
still not optimal

■ Online content still not robust 
enough 

■ Required a great deal from  
presenters to generate the 
content

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kate Better, but not quite there yet.The addition of the 3rd component still:Left a lot to the facilitator to figure out and put together after the fact.Had participants experiencing frustration in Blackboard.



Phase 3:
Fully blended the PD 

■ Put resources (time, money, people) into the 
process which we lovingly call “Hybridization”
o Furnished the online discussions with 

robust resources: videos, application 
examples, readings, and scheduled 
weekly assignments

o Provided structure and materials for 
webinars

o Connected the online components to f2f
■ Gave presenters tools AND more ownership 

of discussions, webinars, announcements
■ Brought team on board; got buy in
■ Ongoing training and support of facilitators 

and practitioners
1

2

3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dori 12-15Now we are all in:Fully blended the PD  = a 3-part workshop, not just a f2f session with some online add-onsPut resources (time, money, people) into the process which we lovingly called “Hybridization”	Put someone in charge of the process – to provide standards and standardization,  a process, time line, accountability, and uniformity of the look of each online course.  	This gives participants a comfort level when approaching a format/platform which they may not be experienced in using.Fully developed online componentsFurnished the online discussions with robust resources: videos, application examples, readings, and scheduled assignments    Moved parts of f2f session to the online components    Weekly discussion assignments- re: follow-up plan, application in classroom, reflections    Instructions to Post 1X and Respond to 2Provided structure and materials for webinars   Powerpoint Shell   Tech support for webinars   Resource grids chock full of examples for use of tools for each of the 2 weeks prior to webinar 2      Gave presenters the above tools, along with training, and ongoing technical support which allowed them more ownership of discussions, webinars, announcementsBrought team on board; got buy in      Took time to fully explain Why we wanted to keep offering online components, (Research on blended learning)       and use Bb      We shared HQPD Standards      Not an option       Ongoing training and support of facilitator and practitioners



Results? ■ Thinned out dense content in f2f 
session

■ More interaction during f2f session
■ Greater participation in all online 

activities 

■ Evidence of both application of 
learning and reflection

■ Longer duration  (from 5.5 to         
8-10 hrs.); PDP eligible

■ Happier, successful presenters
■ Now the model for almost all PD 

through the ESOL PD Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dori We’re getting there !  This iteration met with more success and buy in from practitioner and facilitator alike!



The Model
■ Blended:   F2F – Online discussion -

Webinar
■ All 3 components are equally robust and 

structured
■ All 3 components are related and build on 

each other  
■ Online components are promoted 

positively
■ Emphasis across the board is on 

application and reflection
■ Online components provide follow-up 

support 
■ Ample tech support and training are 

provided
■ Participation is tracked

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DoriAnd the winner is … not to imply that we are done perfecting our model – PD is constant reflection and refining.Blended Model:   With a F2F Component – And an Online Discussion –  And Online WebinarAll 3 components equally robust-  The online components are not “add-ons.”  They’re substantial enough to give people a reason to participate, not a b/c it’s obligatory. The online discussion includes readings, videos, guidelines and specific ideas for what to do in the classroom, guiding questions for reflection; the webinar is a forum for people to share, talk about what they’ve done, hear what others have done, and f/up on unfinished business.All 3 components are related and build on each other -  They’re really Parts 1, 2, and 3.  1= a lot info. out, unanswered questions; thinking about / planning what to do with the info. in the classroom; 2= continuing the exploration, looking for answers to questions through the readings, videos, discussions with colleagues, application, reflection; 3= wrap upOnline components are promoted -  Important from the get- go that people understand that the PD offering is 3 parts (1 f2f + 2 online components), so when they register, they know what to expect.  During the f2f, important to mention the online components throughout – (e.g., parking lot questions will be answered, cutting off discussions will be continued, certain topics will be covered in more depth, etc.)Emphasis on application and reflection – Also important that this objective is made clear.  PD is not just info. out; it’s a change in thinking and/ or practice;  The f/up components are there to Support and Guide T’s as they apply and reflect.Online components provide follow-up support Ample tech support and training – We learned this the hard way.  Teachers and presenters don’t necessarily have tech skills.  Assume they don’t.  Participation is tracked – Keeping an eye on the prize (i.e., improvements in teaching practice and cultivation of a reflective practice, it’s important to measure to what extent T’s are applying what they’re learning, how their thinking has changed, what’s working and not; and why; and to adjust accordingly. 



How do we measure success?
■ Demonstrated evidence of activity 

via Blackboard

■ Tracking  participant online 
involvement by presenters

■ Evaluation responses

■ Anecdotal evidence from 
participants and facilitators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DoriThe field is learning.  People are accessing webinars and courses w/in Bb more readily.  With that, comes greater acceptance of the tools and delivery methods.  Having dedicated staff on hand to support practitioners and facilitators is useful.



Supporting 
Data

■ 68% participated in the online 
discussions within Blackboard.

■ 81% participated in the follow-up 
webinar.

■ 80% of respondents found the 
online components helpful in 
their efforts to apply their 
learning from the face-to-face 
session.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kate 16In a recent survey, PD participants were asked to rate their experiences with the new model of blended PD rolled out by the ESOL PD center. Overall, responses were positive.  68% participating in the online discussions is huge for us!  	1. Previously, that number had been significantly lower – like 0.  	2. This really spoke to the success of the new model – from the way in 	which the Bb component was introduced in the f2f session, to the 	robust nature of the online materials and prompts.  Yay!Webinar participation skyrocketed – 	1. scheduled at time of registration. 	2. Provided a  structure not present before.Respondents seeing the value in the series of elements as opposed to the one shot deal.  Understanding the application of learning.



Comments From 
the Field:

Usefulness of online 
components ?

■ “I have always tried out at least one 
idea offered by the instructional 
component (online) of the 
workshops.”

■ “I am incorporating much of what I 
learned in the session into our tutor 
trainings.”

■ “(In the discussion board) there were 
many instances of teachers sharing 
what happened in their class … when 
using a new strategy.”

■ “The Blackboard course for Cultural 
Awareness had a lot of great 
resources!”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kate– 17-19There is quite a bit of text on the next couple of slides – we really wanted to share participant feedback but realize it isn’t great practice .Feedback on the general usefulness of online PD components included comments on particular aspects of the PD offering that participants found useful and were incorporating into their practice.



Comments From 
the Field:

What have you tried?

■ “Developing reachable objectives for 
students and being able to assess 
the class by more methods than just 
testing.”

■ “Backward design, think/pair/share, 
reducing teacher talk time …” 

■ “Differentiated learning, application 
of SLA research principles, authentic 
communication activities, functional 
language lessons…”

■ “I introduced grammar tenses I 
usually don’t use with beginners and 
low-intermediate – it went quite well!”

■ “The info I learned for SLA informs 
my lesson planning heavily!”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateIn garnering feedback on our new model of PD delivery, participants were asked:What have you tried from the f2f workshop or online sessions in your teaching practices?Specific examples of applications of learning included:



Comments From 
the Field:

Other 

■ “To me the webinars are much more 
useful than when each person has to 
post and we have to answer.  Some of 
our colleagues agreed posting was 
less help. So yes, I think the webinars 
are very good.”

■ “The most helpful PD’s for me are 
one that transferred information.  I 
prefer those to group brainstorms 
and experience sharing.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateIn general, feedback told us we were on the right track, supporting our sense that things were greatly improved.



Where do we 
go from here? ■ Increase participation in online 

discussions 
■ Refine impact evaluation process
■ Increase director involvement
■ Establish teacher cohorts
■ Support individual programs 

directly
■ Video instruction- for reflection 

and as models

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DoriAlways reflecting, tweaking and improving.Our goal is to maximize extent to which the participants of our PD are applying their learning and are able to reflect and demonstrate their learning.  These components are designed to support the face-to-face session and build upon it.To this end, we will continue to improve Our process for evaluating the impact of this PD approach on teacher practice : 1. Hold our facilitators more accountable for maintaining their participation logs and 2. Work with the Dept. of ESE on formalizing the process.2. Involve directors more – research shows that PD is more effective with institutional support; cohorts within a workplace are effective3.  Establish Cohorts – groups of practitioners - who want to explore a particular area more fully; to allow more time for and give more attention to reflection, peer feedback; working with fewer teachers, but going deeper4.  Individual program support – We want to get into the classrooms ourselves; research also shows that PD is more effective when it is embedded in the workplace.More support with video taping instruction – Cost effective way to observe and record what’s happening in the classroom;  And to post exemplary teaching models.	We’ve contracted a video company to help us tape teachers in action – for their own self-awareness and for others to learn from



Questions?

SABES: http://sabes.org/pd-center/esol 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DoriHandouts – including this PPT will be available on the Conference website.

http://sabes.org/pd-center/esol
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